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Headrest locator /
shoulder strap height  
locator

9. Always make sure that any straps holding the seat restraint to the vehicle 
shall be tight , any straps restraining the child should be adjusted according 
to the child’s body, and check that the straps shall not be twisted.
10. Ensure that any lap strap is worn low down , so that the pelvis is firmly 
engaged, shall be stressed.
11. Do not use any load bearing contact points other than those described 
in the instructions and marked in the child restraint.

12. Any luggage or other objects liable to cause injuries in the event of a collision 

shall be properly secured. 



Correct fitting/suitable Incorrect fitting/not suitable

13. The rigid items and plastic parts of a  child restraint must be so  located
and installed that they are not liable , during everyday use  of the vehicle 
to become trapped by a moveable seat or in a door of the vehicle.
14. To prevent from the risk of fall, your child should always be fastened.
15. It is dangerous to make any alteration or additions to the device without 
the approval of the competent authority, and a danger of not following 
closely the installation instruct ions provided by the child restraint 
manufacturer.  
16.This child seat is designed for children from birth up to 25kg.Never 
overload the child seat more than one child or with other loads.      
17. The child restraint must not be used without the cover.
18.The seat cover should not be replaced with any other than the one 
recommended by the manufacturer, because the cover constitutes an 
integral part of the restraint performance. 
19. Before you adjust any movable or adjustable parts of your child seat 
,you must remove your baby from the child seat.
20. The child seat should be kept away from sunlight if the seat is not 
provided with a textile, otherwise it may be too hot for the child’s skin.
21.Never use a second-hand product , as you can never be certain what 
was happened to it.
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3.Usage
3.1 Install position of the child seat in vehicle 

D  iagonal belt 
 and Lap belt 

Not to use them in seating positions where  
an active frontal airbag installed.

Only use on this seat if a lap and diagonal 
seat belt is fitted.

3.2 Checking the shoulder strap height 

NO-Too low NO-Too high YES-Correct

Always check that the shoulder straps are at the correct height for 
your child. The child’s shoulders should always be thread through the 
slots in the cover and seat shell that are closest to the top of your 
child’s shoulders.
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This child seat is  suitable for conventional 
use in all cars equipped with three- point 
seat belts that are fitted  in accordance 
with Euroapean standard(ECE 44 or 
equivalent standard)

Important:
The child seat must only be installed using 
a lap and diagonal seat belt.



Steps to buckle the harness

Engage the buckle connecter until it clicks.
Press the red recline adjustment handle, and adjust the child restraint to the 
proper position.

There is one recline angle for baby mode (recline angle number 4), it is marked 
as blue triangles. There are three recline angles 1-3 for toddler mode, they are 
marked as red triangles. There are three recline angles 1-3 for junior mode, 
they are marked as red triangles.



Pull out the headrest locator, then you can adjust the height of the 

Notice: be sure to loosen the harness before adjust the headrest 
locator/shoulder strap height  locator ,see 3.4

headrest up and down to ensure that the position of the headrest fits 
the child's shoulder height, and at the same time, the height of the 
shoulder strap will also be changed accordingly.

 

3.6 Adjust the shoulder strap height and the headrest 3.7

4
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Step 3: Fasten the belts in the  
rearward blue safety-belt slots at the 
back of the body. Shoulder belt must 
pass through the rearward 
safety-belt slot. Fasten the belt.

Step 4: Open the lock-off device 
and insert the safety belt through 
it. While pressing the child seat, 
pull the belts to fasten the child 
seat tightly and securely. Lastly, 
slip the belt in to the hook.

Step 2: Fasten the belts in the 
forward red safety-belt slots at the 
back of the body. Shoulder belt 
must pass through the safety-belt 
slot. Fasten the belt.

Step 3:  Open the lock-off device 
and insert the safety belt through it. 
While pressing the child seat, pull 
the belts to fasten the child seat 
tightly and securely. 
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Step 3: Position shoulder belt 
through shoulder belt guide, pass 
waist belt through seat slots. 
Fasten buckle and pull the vehicle 
belt to tighten
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7. The main technical parameters

Length ：510mm
Width   ：610mm
Height  ：468mm
Weight ：5.5kg

6.3 Remove and assemble the fabric cover

1.  

2.  Remove the fabric cover of the child seat.To install the fabric cover, 
please operate follow the above instructions in reverse order.

Firstly, remove the crotch pad and buckle of the child seat (see 3.7
of page 8, ),and then remove the shoulder straps and comfortable 
cushion.

5.2 Washing instruction

Never use any solvant, chemical detergent or lubricant on any part of your 
child seat.

30℃ P
Do not bleach Dryclean, any 

solvent except 
trichloroethylene.

Do not tumble dry Do not ironHand wash, 
water 
temperature 
below 30℃
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